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Merit pay
Recipients' names published in departments
Names of merit pay recipients
have been made public within
academic departments, not
throughout the university as the
Faculty Senate supported last
year.

The decision to release the 86
names within departments was
made during a meeting with
President Ronald Carrier and
department heads.
The decision meant names of

merit pay recipients in a particular department were released
only in that department.
Merit pay is a $500 raise
awarded for outstanding work. It
becomes a permanent part of a

faculty member's salary.
Each department is given a
percentage of the merit pay
money based on its number of
See PAY, page 2 ►

Merit pay la a $500 award faculty members can receive for outstanding work. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

By Tammy Scarton
news editor

McGee made
administrative
vice president
The
'Plugs

Dr. Harold McGee has been promoted from
director for administrative affairs to vice president
for administrative affairs.
The promotion makes McGee one of five vice
presidents of the university. There also are vice
presidents for academic affairs, business affairs,
university relations and student affairs.
JMU has not had the position of vice president
' for administrative affairs.
McGee said the promotion came as a result of an

The Sparkplugs, made up of JMU
students, are no longer juet a Harrisonburg band.
Page

Bundy &
Bocock

increase in his duties.
"As the university has grown, the administrative
tasks have become more complex," he said.
McGee said he expects his new position to require more time, but the span of authority will be
greater.
His duties will include the "coordinating of administrative functions of the university that do not
fall under the specific departments," he said.
These functions include budget planning, institutional research, dealing with federal and state
See McGEE, page 2 *►

Two ex-JMU baseball
players are hoping to make
the big time. Sports, page
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faculty members.
Dr. Norman Garrison, a Faculty
Senate member and professor in the
biology department, was behind a
Faculty Senate proposal last spring
requesting that names be published
in the JMU News, the university's
publication for faculty, staff and
students.
Carrier last fall announced that
names of merit pay recipients would
be made public.
But Garrison met with Carrier and
department heads and Carrier decided to release the names only within
the departments.
"We tried to maintain the (individual's) protection of privacy,"
Carrier said.

McGee
(Continued from page 1)

agencies, following executive orders
and the handling of day-to-day administrative tasks.
McGee said the responsibilities of
his former position were similar to
that of a vice president's position.
"The new position has more
responsibilities because more func-

achievement and professional
qualifications, quality of teaching
and service.
Dr. Catherine Boyd, last years
Faculty Senate speaker, said not
publishing the names university wide
"defeats the purpose of merit."
The names should be made public
so people can think, " 'Hey, I can
work toward that.' Now it's vague.
You don't know what it is or who
gets it. It's in limbo," she said.
"If you've done something
meritorious, that's fantastic. I want
to reward you. You should be proud," she said. "I'd make a pest of
myself. I'd be running around saying, 'look at me.

Garrison said, "The way it is, people have no idea if 100 (people)
received merit pay or 80 received it.
Or if they're one out of 500 people to
receive it. You just don't know."
He said he does not oppose Carrier's decision.
Most faculty members only would
be interested in the recipients in
their departments, Carrier said.
They could compare this year's
salary list with last year's to see what
raises professors in other departments received.
Carrier also has announced that
each department must have written
criteria for merit pay.
Most department heads use the
same criteria to award merit as they
use to award tenure and promotion,
said Dr. William Nelson, acting vice
president for academic affairs and
political science department head.
Those criteria include scholarly
tions are assigned," he said. "The
director's position has essentially
functioned as a vice president for
years as the work has increased."
McGee was one of the finalists in a
search for a vice president for
academic affairs. The position has
not been filled.
McGee served as interim vice
president of academic affairs earlier
this semester but he said he was not
interested in keeping the job because
he prefers administrative operations.
"My primary interest is in planning and development," he said.
"There is more of an opportunity to
see the overall operation of the
university, which I find more enjoyable."
McGee said some of his goals for
his new position include developing
a computer center, a faculty training
center, installing two more computer
systems and beginning construction
of a fine arts building.
Before becoming director of administrative affairs in July 1982,
McGee was vice president for student affairs.
Before that, McGee was dean of
the graduate school and a special
assistant to President Ronald Carrier,
y
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I Others use satellite format
By Karen Brown
staff writ*

Of seven state universities,
JMU and Radford University are
the only two that have not
adopted a satellite graduation
ceremony.
The five schools that have a
satellite format are the University
of Virginia, the College of
William and Mary, Virginia Tech,
Virginia Commonwealth University and Old Dominion University.
Under a satellite format, all
graduates meet at a central location for a speech by a guest
speaker or the university president. The graduates then are
organized by schools, and meet in
separate locations to receive their
diplomas from the dean of their
school or the department head.
UVa has had a satellite format
for more than 20 years, said Raymond C. Bice, chairman of the
commencement committe and
assistant to UVA's president.
The ceremony was changed to a
satellite format because the traditional ceremony, in which the

president handed out diplomas,
was "unwieldy," Bice said.
Parents and students were impatient, he said. "We couldn't
keep them seated."
But students' misconduct at the
ceremony was minimal and had
"nothing to do" with the change
of the ceremony, he said.
The satellite ceremony is "very
dignified" and "parents really
like it," Bice said. Students are
not permitted to bring alcoholic
beverages to the ceremony, but
that is "almost imposibie to
stop," Bice said.
About 4,000 graduates took
part in UVa's ceremony last spring.
The satellite format has been
used at the College of William
and Mary for about six or seven
years, said W. Samuel Sadler,
chairman of the commencement
committee and dean of students
there.
The graduation ceremony has
become a "little more joyful than
it used to be," Sadler said. But he
said, "We have never had the
kind of gross misconduct that has
been reported at other colleges."
The 1,500 graduates are checked for alcohol when they get in

line for the procession, he said.
Enid Tozier, chairman of the
commencement committee at
Virginia Tech, said the satellite
ceremony has existed there since
at least 1966 when she began
working there.
The students are "joyous,"
Tozier said, but there is no problem with misconduct although
the students might cheer louder
than "some faculty like."
Alcoholic beverages are not
permitted at the ceremony, but
"I'm sure there is some champagne," Tozier said.
About 5,200 graduates took
part in Virginia Tech's graduation
ceremony last spring, Tozier said.
If it were not for a satellite format at VOJ, the ceremony there
would "take all day," said Tom
Holloway, grand marshal! of
commencement there.
Before the ceremony, the 2,000
graduates are warned that alcohol
at the ceremony is prohibited. But
when asked if students manage to
sneak alcohol into the ceremony,
Holloway said. "Hell yes."
The only problem with
graduates* misconduct is the occasional "bottles clinking," he
said.

At ODU, campus police
"wander around" the satellite
ceremony to control the crowd,
said Michael Smith, public information director there.
"Last year was the rowdiest
group (of graduates) we had,"
Smith said.
"Occasionally a graduate will
sneak a bottle of champagne in
under his gown and drink it while
he is waiting in line, but not during the ceremony," Smith said.
Smith said parents like the""
satellite format because they can
get "closer to their kid to take
pictures."
Radford is the only university
of the six contacted that still has a
traditional graduation ceremony.
About 880 to 900 graduates
take part in the ceremony each
spring, said Beverly Sarrge*,
graduation analyst at Radford.
The ceremony lasts about oneand-one-half hours, Sarrge said.
There is no problem with
students' behavior, she said.
Students are checked for
alcohol beverages during the lineup for the procession, she said,
but there stfll is an "occasiooal
champagne bottle."

First alumni gathering held

Nursing graduates praise program
the nursing program because it was new.
"It was special," she said. But, "You felt
sometimes like it was a little unfair because you
" About 20 graduates of JMU's nursing program
were being tested."
returned Saturday for the program's first alumni
Many of the graduates said they think the small
homecoming activity.
size of the program was beneficial to their educaAt a continental breakfast, the 1982 and 1983
tion.
graduates talked about the training they received in
"We really had a lot of special attention here
the program, and how it has affected their careers.
that
other schools didn't get because of our size,"
The 1982 graduates talked about the changes
Hamah
said, who plans on entering the Air Force
that have been made in the program since their
nursing service this winter. "I feel without a doubt
graduation. The 1982 class was the first graduating
that I had a better education than students of
class from JMU's nursing program.
larger schools."
"I was really anxious to compare JMU's proShilling said, "I liked the smallness of the program with others," said Debbie Shilling, a 1982
gram.
It was very intimate and you got a lot of
graduate who works in intensive care at Rockone-to-one
instruction."
ingham Memorial Hospital.
But at least one graduate does not agree that the
"I found I was well-prepared and I didn't have
program's small size was beneficial to her educaany problems adapting to the working world,"
tion.
Shilling said.
In a survey of the 1982 graduates taken by the
Robbie Good, a 1983 graduate, agreed. "I went
nursing program during the summer, one graduate
from our clinicals here at school right to the
stated, "I feel I received an excellent education but
clinical atmosphere at the hospital," he said. Good
UVa seemed less than anxious to offer employis employed in the pediatrics unit at the University
ment. Somehow, JMU needs to impress upon UVa
of Virginia Medical Center in Charlottesville.
Medical Center that our nursing graduates are
Patsy Mayer, a 1982 graduate, said, "When I
quite capable even though they didn't train in a
first graduated I thought I didn't learn a thing, but
large university setting."
now I feel like I've gotten comfortable with my job
Of the 16 surveys returned to the nursing departand things are coming back." Mayer is a medicalment,
12 of those graduates are employed in the
surgical assistant head nurse at Chippenham
nursing
field.
Hospital in Richmond.
Medical-surgical and intensive care are the two
Some members of the 1982 class, which
unit-specialties most graduates are working in,
graduated 21 students, said that being a part of the
with four in each.
first nursing class was difficult.
One graduate works in psychiatric nursing and
Shirley Hamah, a 1982 graduate who is working
another's
interest is neurosurgery.
in the intensive care unit at Arlington's Johnston
The
graduates'
average salary, according to the
Memorial Hospital, said she was afraid to enroll in/

By Tara Rlley.
staff writer

Dr. Marcla Dake, nursing program dean

survey, is $16,884. The highest, $18,000, is being
earned by a graduate employed in a medicalsurgical unit; the lowest, $15,745, is being earned
by a graduate employed in psychiatric nursing.
Of the four graduates not working in the nursing
field, two plan to enter a military nursing service
this fall. Another recently moved and another had
commitments during the summer. But both
graduates plan to pursue a nursing career.

BOOK FAIR
Sato. »-6, Sun. Noon-B

Oct. 8,9,15,16

Green Valley Auction Barn - 2 miles east of Mt. Crawford, Va. 1-81, Exit 61.
Signs posted.
75,000 books and magazines for sale during the 4 days. New books all 4
days. Old books and old magazines on Oct. 15 and 16 onlyl Our new book
selection Is tremendous! You'll find Cookooks, Crafts, History, Religion,
Literature, Reference, Politics, Business, Outdoors, Sports, Fiction,
Blograples, Sailing, Children's Books, etc.,etc.,etc! You'll find "Oxford English
Dictionaries" for $20; "History of Philosophy" 4 Vols. for $20; Bartlett's
"Familiar Quotations" for $4; Also "Nova", "Galaxies", "Marilyn Monroe",
Brewer's "Dictionary of Phrase and Fable", "Oxford Book of Short Stories",
Proust's "Rememberance of Things Past", etc., etc. Almost all our books are
at least 75% off retail! So If you like books at great prices, plan to attend this
Book Fslrl You'll be glad you did I

Horseback Riding
Trail Rides in the beautiful Massanutten Mountains
For hour plus ride $8.00 Thursday
Sat. and Sun. Rides leave at 9 a.m., 11 a.m., 1 p.m.
and 3 p.m.
Call 896-7600 For Reservations

JIFFY 66 AND MARKET
$

Bosch 6 pk. cans and bottles
Bad and Light 6 pk. cans an£ bottles
Coors and light, cans and bottles
Michelob 6 pk. bottles
Molson and Moosehead
Bad and Light 12 pk
Bosch and Natural light 12 pk

J-°*
*JJ
2.59
*•£
J"
}JJ
«•»»

Long Neckt
Coon
Bosch

$9.50—Dep.
$7.99-Dep.

Bod light
Old MM

».79—Dep.
7.99—Dep.

Km
Bosch
BodVi36.50
Bod Light Va 36.50
Michelob Vi39.99
Coors Vi 35.99

Vi$28.99
W 23.99
Vi 23.99
V* 27.99
... V* 23.99

Old Mil Vi 28.99

Bloe Ribbon Vi 25.99
Strohs
MIDerVi 31.95
TheBoll
Natoral Light

M 15.99
%31.99
Vi 20.95
Vi 31.95
Vi 29.99

Vt 17.99 Wledeman

Vi 25.99

Bread 18 Oi
2 / $.99
Milk 1 gal
$1.99
Dr. Pepper 6 pk. non-retornables
$1.99
- Magazines - Newspapers - Snacks - Ice - Sandwiches - Mixers - All Supplies •

Coupon

$2.00 OFF ON TRAIL RIDE

The Phillip's 66 on Port Republic Rd.

Limit One Per Customer

433-8559

SPAGHETTI & BEER BUST
All you can eat and drink

Every Wednesday,
5 to 8 p.m.

$6.95

Includes all you can eat Salad Bar &
Garlic Bread.
Choice of Italian Sausage, Mushroom,
Meat & Tomato Sauces
68 W. Water St.
(Across from the parking deck)

433-9146
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policefile
Four students
charged with
trespassing

Drunken driving charged
Two students were arrested and charged by city police with drunken driving.
► Stephen Hicks. 23, of Virginia Beach
was arrested about 1:40 a.m. Friday on
Devon Lane.
+■ Nell Sullivan, 22, of Fairfax waa arrested about 12:30 a.m. Saturday on Pleasant Hill Road. Sullivan also was charged with refusal to take a blood alcohol
test or breathallzer test.

By Sandy Stone
police reporter

Unnecessary noise charged
*» Five students were charged by city
police with making unnecessary noise
early Saturday morning.
Mary McQann, 21, of West Palm
Beach, Fla., Mary Rovls, 21, of Arlington,
Myra Lltz, 21, of Norfolk, Sharon Moore,
21, of Chester, Vs., and Helen Wilkinson,
21, of McLean, Vs., were charged about
1:30 a.m..
They all were charged at their Harrlsonburg residence.

Four students were arrested and
charged with trespassing by Harrisonburg police and charged
'judicially by campus police early
Monday morning.
.
George Fiscella, 21, of Newport
News, Edward Fiscella, 20, of
Newport News, Harry Doyle III, 20,
of Fairfax and Sadiq Gill, 20, of Annandale were arrested about 1:20
a.m. for allegedly trespassing at the
water tower on Patterson Street
across South Main Street from the
quad.
The students also were charged
judicially with trespassing by campus police. A campus police spokesman alleged, "They were climbing the tower
and they had painting apparatus
with them."
Trespassing is a misdemeanor. A
violator can face up to a $1,000 fine
and 12 months in jail.

Littering charged
a> A student was charged by city
police with littering.
Jennifer Norvell, 20, of Chester, Va.,
was charged about 7:40 p.m. Friday on
South Main Street.

The following arrests recently
were made by campus police:
Drunken driving charged
>- A non-student was charged with
drunken driving, police said.
Thomas Ernst, 22, of Bethesda, Md.,
was arrested about mldryght Saturday
on Newman Drive near Greek Row, police
said.

Drinking In pubec charged
► A non-student was charged with
drinking In public, police said.
Dean Martin, 24, of Appomattox, Va.,
was arrested about 10 p.m. Friday. Police
alleged he was entering Godwin Hall for
the Nell Young concert drinking from a
can of beer.
Public drunkenness
and trespassing charged
*»A non-student was arrested and
charged with public drunkenness and
trespassing, police said.
Alphonso Mason Jr. was arrested
about 3:56 a.m. Sunday near the Kappa
Sigma fraternity house on Greek Row,
police said.
Police said a member of Kappa Sigma
called police and reported that three men
had entered the house and were disrupting a party In the house. When campus
officers arrived, the men fled, but the officers found and arrested a man they
Identified as Mason.
Police still are looking for the other
two men.
Illegal uee of alcohol
and public drunkenness
+■ A student was charged judicially
with drinking by an underaged Individual
and public drunkenness, police said.
A judicial charge Is made when university policy Is broken. It is reviewed by
university judicial officials. Police do not
release the names of those charged
judicially.
The 18-year-old student was charged
judicially about 3:05 a.m. Saturday.
Police alleged she was sitting on the
railroad tracks by the power plant.

Mr. Flip's Mini Mart

G Donovan's

Go Dukes, Beat Delaware Statel

IRKfflERY

1050 S. Main Street
Open 6 a.m. to 1 a.m.
7 days a week
Coorsepack
Coors 12 pack
Old Mill 0 pack
Old Mill 12pack
Bud and Bud Light 6 pack
Bud and Bud Light 12 pack
Mlchelobepack
BuschOpaok
Busch 12 pack
Miller and Miller Light 0 pack
. Miller 8 pack
MolsonBpack
Moosehead 8 pack
Labatts 6 pack
National 6 pack cans
Schaeffer 6 pack

50% Off All Posters
$2.59
4.70
2.00
4.08
2.30
4.00
2.791.99
3.89
2.89
1.99
2.89
2.89
2.79
1.30
1.30

,

Returnable Bottles
Bud Light
Busch
Coors

$8.59
7.89
9.2S

Theft
*■ Two students were charged judicially with theft of university property, police
said.
Police alleged the students were sitting on a couch on the sidewalk that
leads to the Village dormitories about 3
a.m. Sunday, and they were "out of
breath."
When questioned by campus-officers,
the men said they had taken the couch
from Wine-Price building and were carrying It to Weaver Hall where they live,
police alleged.
Police told the men to carry the couch
back to Wlne-Prlce and charged them
judicially with the then.
A judicial charge Is made when university policy Is broken. It Is reviewed by
university Judicial officials. Police do not
release the names of those charged
judicially.
Items stolen
*■ A portable stereo was stolen from a
Glfford Hall room between 11:30 p.m.
Sunday and 11:30 a.m. Monday, police
said.
Entry to the room was gained through
• a ground-floor window, police said.
The stereo Is worth about $325.
+■ A modular charger unit was stolen
from a police car between midnight and 3
a.m. Sunday, police said.
The passenger door of the car, which
was parked behind the campus police
station, was not locked, police said.
The unit, used to charge and boost the
power of walkie-talkies, Is worth $200.
*■ Cassette tapes and a stereo
speaker were stolen from a car parked In
J-lot near Bell Hall between 12:05 a.m.
and 1:15 a.m. Sunday, police said.
The car owner had left one of the
door's unlocked, police said.
The tapes and speaker are worth about
$40.
+■ A $25 walnut gear-shift knob was
stolen from a convertible car parked In
L-lot near the steam plant between 8 p.m.
Saturday and 11:30 a.m. Sunday, police
said.
Someone had unsnapped the protective covering of the car to gain entry,
police said.

With Custom Framing

Save Up to 30%
When You Take Advantage of our
Do-It-Yourself Framing Room

434-4440
Located Behind Taylor Rental
Near Sheraton Inn

correction
Student Matthew Donnelly incorrectly was named among students arrested and charged with misdemeanors on page 9 of the Sept. 29
issue of 77ie Breeze. This was a
reporting error.
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Milk
%
Hot popcorn
18 02. Non-Returnable Coke
2 litre Diet Coke
Kegs
Bud half keg
Old Mill
Busch half keg
Coors half keg

$1.99
25a box
2.29
1.39
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Sales Every Weekend
All Year Long

$35.50
28.00
28.00
35.50

FOR HALLOWEEN
COSTUMES
WIGS
MASKS
STAR WARS MASKS
MAKEUP
NOSES
MUSTACHES
Call

433-2591
195 South Avenue • Hamsonburg, Va.
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proudly presents

HAIRSTYUNG

Wed. & Thucs.- AVALANCHE
Also Wed.- Happy Hour 3p.m. to close.
$1.00 off cover with Student I.D.
Thurs.- Ladles' Nite; Ladies admitted freel
Fri. & Sat.- THE HORNETS
Happy Hour 8:30-10:30
$2.00 cover with Student I.D. before 9:30

54 S. Main St., Harrisonburg
(Downtown near theatre)

Hippy Hour 3 P.M. - 7 P.M. Dally
4344233

Coloring • Frosting • Manicuring
Waxing & Facials
Tuesday & Wednesday
Perms (Reg from $35) $30
Wednesday 'Wet Day*
Haircuts (Reg. $8) $7

29 South Liberty St. One Block Prom Court Square
THE
GROTTOES RURITAN CLUB
PRESENTS

Cheryl Senger, Shelley Mullen,
Mertie Gridley, and Elaine Shenk

Call 433-8600
Products sold exclusively in professions!
beauty salons. The way to achieve
beautiful, more healthy looking hair.

Jr;
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Bull be put behind bars.
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wmww

L WE SELDOM SCEME
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Sat., Oct. 8
Doors open at 7 p.m.
Show begins at 8 p.m.
James Madison University
Convocation Center
Harrisonburg, Virginia
TICKETS

$8 and $9 in advance.
$9 and $10 at the door.
Student I.D. gets $1 off
on advance tickets only.
Tickets available at

J.M.U.
Convocation
Center
Charles
Smith Shoes
The Wicker
Basket
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newsfile
Mediation
council will
settle disputes
The Student Mediation Council
will help settle disputes between
students and landlords or roommates and other problems.
It is a branch of the Harrisonburg
Community Mediation Center.
The council is sponsored by the

Commuter Student Committee.
Appointments can be made at the
CSC office in Room 108 in the Warren Campus Center from 1:30 to
2:30 p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays. Appointments will be
accepted by telephone anytime. Call
6259.
► Commuter student senator
Mark Barbee will propose to the
SGA that additional commuter
senators are needed. He said he will
request the number be raised from
13 to 16 senators.
— Donna Sawyers

Debaters place
second in tourney

Students attend
Russian camp

A JMU debate team placed second
in the 33rd Garvey Invitational
Debate Tournament at King's College in Wilkes-Barre, Pa. over the
weekend.

About 29 JMU students attended
Lager Sputnik, a Russian language
camp held at Camp Overlook near
Harrisonburg.
About 100 students from Virginia
colleges and high schools attended
the camp which was held Sept. 22
and 23.
JMU student Julie Pitt won the
Olympiada Contest and was named
outstanding Russian student.

The team of Richard Horan and
Jeff Kwiatkowski finished second in
the competition.
They were eliminated in the final
round by George Mason University.

C*R*A*S*H
COMPUTER KITING ASSISTANCE SERVING HARRISONBURG
OBJECTIVE:
To assist the people of Harrisonburg (and surrounding areas) with top-quality resume and
typing services done with the aid of computers.
DESCRIPTION:
The technological age is upon us - no longer must you type your resume first and then give
it to a professional to finish. With C*R*A'S*H simply choose the style you want from our
files and fill in the blanks on our Data Entry Sheet. With C*R*A*S*H your resume,
research paper, manuscript, and mailing list will be processed faster, more efficient and
more effective. With C*R»A*S*H there won't be any accidents!

-PfaMfMtJ

RESUME PRICE SCHEDULE:
-1 page,including lOcopies
- 2 pages,including 10copies
- Additional copies

$15.00
$20.00
$0.25 / page

-Disk

S4.00

- Update and rerun
- Cover Letter
- C'R^A'S'H customer
- Non-customer
- Matching Envelopes
- C*R*A*S*H customer / Non-customer
- Colors, choose from:
- Bavarian Ivy, Classic Laid, White or Yellow

$2.00 / fee,

$0.25 / page

The Night Life Is Finally Here
In Harrisonburg.
Dine With Us This Week.
You'll Enjoy Our Fine Dinner
Menu.

$0.75 / fee, $0.25 / page
$1-23 / fee, $0.25 / page
$0.25 / copy / $0.50 / copy
No additional charge

ADDITIONAL PRICE SCHEDULES:
-Typing
- Rough Copy / Proof Copy
- Illegibility

$0.75 / page / $0.25 / page
$0.50 / page

- Mailing List

-Address Input / Address Change
- Less than 100 labels
-100 to 249 labels
-250 to 499 labels
- 500 to 749 labels
-750to999labels
-1000 or more labels
- 48 Hour Rush Charge
DATE OF AVAILABILITY:

RA»«€msra«rJWaw*»

$0.25 / $0.10
$0.05 / label
$0.04 / label
$0.03 / label
$0,025 / label
$002 / label
$0.015 / label
$5.00
BARBARA «OBHAI«<R»4*4«J7

(rab'it), n. 1. any lagombrph mammal, pi. rabbits
a play by charles webb

J lM

r-^.Hlatimer-shacffcr theatre October 11-15, 8:00 p.m., October 16, 2:00 p.m. tickets $2, $3, $4 box office 433-6260

m

Two Blocks From Campus
$

CASHg
CARRY

Cutnil am

#

Hamm's Beer 24 pk
$5.20
Coors 12 pk Reg / Lite
$4.60
Strohsl2pk
$4.35
Old Milwaukee 12 pk
$3.95
Schlitzl2pk
$4.35
Schlitz Malt Liquor 6 pk
$2.20
Michelob Reg / Lite
$2.55
Busch or Natural Lite 12 pk . .$3.S0

National Beer 24 pk
24 pk Returnable Btls
6pk
Appian Way Pizza Mb
Coronet Napkins 160 ct
Jamboree Grape Jelly 2 lbs
Lowenbrau 6 pak
Miller Lite 6 pak

Budweiser

$5.55
$5.20
$L29
$ .SI
$ .85
$ .89
$2.87
$2.54

Mon.- Sat.: 9-6 p.m.

Reg. or Lite 6 pk

$2.25

PH.: M ?•■•

FREE MAXELL POSTER
with purchase of one case of
MAXELL UDXL-II 90 Tapes for $36.19
Maxell Poster when sold separately Is $3.50
■ Hi — MB ^» ^" ^^ ^™ ^^ ^^ ^™

Last Chance Coupon
Buy any $8.98 List Album with
this coupon for only

$5.99
Offer Expires Oct. 8,1983

Gitchell's Studio
5-hour photo finishing for 110, 126. and 135 films
"M by 10, out by 3"

Maxell UDXL-II 90
TDKSA-90

$3.99 2 for $6.39
$3.09 2for$5.99

25% Discount
to JMU students on all
photographic equipment
79 E. Market St., Harrison bur JJ
434-5314
Discount On Any Items Not Otherwise Discounted

FOG SUBS
Located In Mr. Flip's Mini Mart

66 E. Market Street
434-R2D2

Take Heart...

N.Y. Style Deli
NACHOS
^-vWith sub
BAGELS

99*

any type

soe

WITH CREAM CHEESE

Look For Menus Around Campus
"You've Tasted The Rest,
Now Try The Best. »>

You'll
Love
Spanky's
Spanky's is a deli
steeped in a
tradition of fine
food and bever. Coffee lovers
will find
a nice selection of coffees.
Stop in today and tell the folks at
Spanky's that you love fine coffee.

Free Delivery! 6 P.M. - 1 A.M.
434-7444
With Every Sub Purchased You Have a Chance to
Win 2 Five-Foot Subs of Your Choice
Drawing on Nov.7

Restaurant and Delicatessen
60 West Water St.
Harrisonburg
434-7647

I-

For Sale
Lost

Services
Miscellaneous

Write your ad in this space:

Clip this form and put it in an envelope
with $1 for 1-10 words, $2 for 11-20
words and so on.
Mail the envelope to The Breeze by
campus mall, or deliver it to our office in the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall.
Deadline for Thursday's paper is
noon Monday. Deadline for Monday's paper is noon Friday.
Name
Telephone number

.

• MIDWAY DOWNTOWN • MIDWAY MARKET • MIDWAY DOWNTOWN • MIDWAY MARKET
LU

cc
<
>■

<

MID WA Y
MARKET

MIDWAY
DOWNTOWN
153 S. Main St.

433-8978

157 Warsaw Ave.

>

434-7948

Notice Va ABC l«w» You mult t» 1» to buy b—c (21 lor wlnt). I.D.'t (with ptcluf> ARE REQUIRED. Wo oxnlfd IP* »co«pt

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
THE MIGHTY

RAY-TELS
THE ROCKABOOGIE MADMEN
WITH GUESTS
THE

ALTERNATIVE

THURSDAY IS LADIES NIGHT - REDUCED COVER
FOR LADIES AND SPECIAL LADIES HAPPY HOUR
7-9P.M.

Budwelser 12pk

$4.79

Coors (rag. & light)
'12 pk
$4.98
Busch or Natural Light
8pk.cans
$2.09
12pk.
$4.09
Old Mill (rag. & light)
12pk
$4.29
Mlchelob (rag. &
light) cans
$2.79
Moosenead.'
$3.29
Kronen burg (Import)
$2.59
Molson (ale, beer, and golden) .. .$2.99
Schaeffer or Qoebels 6 pk. cant.. $1.59
Tuborg 6 pk. cans
$1.89

Returnable* (24 plus Dap.)

SATURDAY

ALL POINTS BULLITEN
2nd PLACE WINNERS
IN WAX MUSEUM BAND CONTEST
FEATURING JMU QRAD KARL STOLL

±s

B««r

Busch
National Boh
Coors (reg. & light)

$8.99
$5.99
$8.99

Kaga:
Plaaaa order one day In advance If possible.
Old Mill
Budwelser (reg. & light)
Coors
fa Kegs - 15% Gallons
Busch
Coors
Budwelser
Old Mill
Schaeffer

$28.99
$35.99
$35.99
$26.99
$24.99

Other'
Cigarettes reg
100's
Coke and diet btls
Chips 11b. bag
Ice sm
69
PretzelsSoz
Chlps7oz.
Corn Chips 1 lb

OPEN NIGHTLY TILL 12 MIDNIGHT.

MIDWAY: WA ALL V6UA PARTY NE£6S

$17.99
$23.99
$23.99

$6.29
$6.59
$1.99
$1.99
gg
79
99
$1.39
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Sparkplugs
Professionalism has not
spoiled fun for band
By Barb Toto
staff writer

A year ago, they were hoping to
make a go of it professionally. As a
group, they had faith in themselves
and their talents. They weren't
alone.
Last September, they were chosen
the Elbow Room's favorite party
band, and played most of their gigs
in Harrisonburg.
A year later, their hectic schedule
allows them to play in Harrisonburg
one or two weekends of every
month. And while The Elbow Room
is no longer here, the band's success
story is just beginning.
In 12 months' time, JMU's own
Sparkplugs have become a professional traveling rock'n'blues band.
"Last year, we weren't sure if we
were going to get gigs. This year
we're not sure we're going to have
time to play them all," said Scott
Causey, Sparkplugs' bass guitarist
and back-up vocalist.
Scott Lewis, lead vocalist and
keyboardist, said, "Last year we
were booking (gigs) two to three
weeks in advance on the average.
This year we're booking two to three
months in advance."
oCausey and Lewis are joined by

\

David Bell on harmonica, keyboards
popularity began to
and lead vocals, Chris Salamone on
explode. The JMU
**
drums and back-up vocals, and
University Program
Kevin Gallagher, lead
guitarist and back-up
vocalist. Tony Terry,
the newest member of
the Sparkplugs, officially added saxophone sound to the
band Monday night at
Harrisonburg's Midway Downtown.
With the exception
of Terry, the five band
members have been
together two-and-ahalf years with their
combination
of
rock'n'roll and rhythm
and blues.
'We have the widest
(song) variety of any
band any of us has ever
Scott Lewis
seen," said Bell, a
junior from Alexandria.
Board invited the group
Causey added, "We've been callto sing on the Warren
ed a 'blast from the past' band and
Campus Center patio
an 'oldies' band."
the same month.
"But basically the music we play is
"The patio job was
what we call 'old standards,' " said
nice. It gave a lot of
Lewis. "It's all dance music. We've
JMU students the
even added some beach music."
chance to hear us
And after a successful summer
play," said Salamone,
tour, their tunes are sounding even
a junior from Sprbetter, thanks to new equipment.
ingfield.
Among other pieces, they bought a
The band then began
Hammond organ, bass and bass
performing at other
amplifier, an expanded P.A. system
Harrisonburg locations
— and a van for traveling.
including J.M.'s, the
JMU students Scott Lewis, David Bell, Scott Causey, K
"We've just taken everything
Branding Iron (now
band attitude.
we've gotten by with before, and
Midway Downtown),
upgraded it to professional level,
Thatcher's in the Valley Mall (now
rw „ff .u
u,
,r«r
tere
said Causey, a senior from Arlclosed) and Scruples in the Sheraton
° thc,r more memorable perf°rsom
ington. "We're a lot more profesHotel.
mances was at Linville Prison in Lumlle,
sional sounding but we want to keep
Joe Haberm
During spring semester, thev were X* L
an. graduate assistant at
the attitude where it's still fun for
ofl
invited to perform at other JMU rathol,c campiis Ministries had been dothe)
the audience and fun for the band."
8 oIunteer
events, and also began receivina in
'I! *
*** at the prison and saw
the)
Lewis, a senior from Alexandria,
vitations to play outside of the citv
?e b^d P"*0™ * JM.'s. After the gig.
said, "It's still a lot of fun for us."
timi
*"*• he asked Lewis if the band would be inLaughing, he added, "Hey, rock
'n'roU is our life."
Lewis isn't alone in the attitude
that the Sparkplugs are dedicated.
Dancing to their music became a
social alternative for students last
year. Beginning in September 1982
with performances at the now-closed
Elbow
Room,
the
band's

V

vln (

ed i
time
Jlth
(
feel
At

'It's still a lot of fun for us. Hey

Scott Causey

sent a letter to Haberman and the
band, thanking them for a fun afternoon. They also invited them back.
"So the band went back again
about two months later and started
their first set with 'Jailhouse Rock'
and the prisoners went wild,"
Haberman said. "They really loved
it."
"The prisoners treated us real
well," said Salamone. "At first, we
were real nervous about having to
play inside the prison walls. But once
we saw them rocking to the music,
we let loose and then they let loose
and a good time was had by all."
Folks closer to home also seem
dedicated to the band.
JMU student Fred Rice saw the
Sparkplugs during the first week of
the fall semester. "I definitely
thought their attitude was more professional. They still have a great rapport with the audience and they
sound better musically. They've got
a great selection of songs for a college crowd and they play what the
people want to hear."

David Bell
road, performing at neighboring colleges such as Washington and Lee,
and the University of Virginia.
This month, the band's schedule
will include another trip to Linville
Prison, a performance at
Bridgewater College and two gigs at
Midway Downtown.
And they're ready. The
Sparkplugs now have about 100
songs polished and ready to perform, including two originals written
this summer: "Hot Tub Party" and
"Give The Funk A Flavor."
"When we work up a new song, it
comes together twice as fast as it did
last year because there's a rhythm
and a feeling within the band ... so
we're finding ourselves having to
spend less time actually rehearsing,"
said Lewis. "A sophisticated song
with many parts to it we can learn in
an hour tops."
Gallagher said the band usually
can learn five songs in a practice.

Kevin Gallagher
Mary Herzer, another JMU student, said, "I thought they were hot
last year, but this year their equipment is better, their vocals are
tighter and their new tunes are great.
The improvement has been incredible. This summer has made a big difference."

'In Gallagher,

and Chris Salamone display a serious side of their party

ed in performing for the prisoners
time that winter.
til the prisoners y re between the ages
and 21," Haber nan said. "And since
can't get outside in the cold months,
feel all cooped up and it's a real tense
At first I think the Sparkplugs were a

bit apprehensive about going and being inside the prison. But they were wellT*0*ved.
I think it gave the prisoners the feeling of
being free again and in a bar. But I think
the 'Plugs enjoyed it just as much.
After the group's first performance,
about 80 of the prisoners got together and

iy, rock 'n' roll is our life.'
Scott Lewis

Among the bars the Sparkplugs
played this summer are the Bastille
in College Park, Maryland, Libation's (formerly Artists After Dark)
in Georgetown, and the Wild West
iA Springfield. As well, the group
was the summer house band at _
Rumor's on H Street in Washington, '
D.C., where they performed twice
weekly for two months.
One of the summer gigs the group
performed was at the Waterfront
Restaurant in Dewey Beach,
Delaware. The restaurant runs an
advertising gimmick posting the
name of the weekend's headlining
act on sailboats on the beach.
Gallagher, a senior from Alexandria, recalled, "We all wanted to
stick our heads in the sand when
Scott (Causey) saw the sailboats and
went running up the beach screaming, "That's us, that's us!* "
These days, however, the band is
spending most weekends on the

The matured sound of the
Sparkplugs adds more enjoyment to
the original dancing spirit they
presented at the Elbow Room. The
band has a tighter, more polished
sound. But the musicians still
possess an "audience comes first"
attitude that makes seeing them perform a well-spent evening.
The Sparkplugs can be seen next at
Midway Downtown on Saturday,
Oct. 15 at 9 p.m.

Chris Salamone

Photos by Yo Nagaya
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Bluegrass festival hosts John Hartford
Bluegrass musician John Hartford
will appear at the JMU Convocation
Center Saturday, October 8 at 8
p.m. as part of Super Grass '83.
Also appearing will be The
Seldom Scene, The Country
Gentlemen, and Tony Trischka and
Skyline.
Hartford has released 14 albums,
and has received three Grammy
Awards. He was a regular on the
Smothers Brothers' Comedy Hour

and the Glen Campbell Goodtime
Hour. He wrote "Gentle on my
Mind" which, sung by Glen Campbell, reached the top of the charts,
and earned him two of his three
Grammy Awards.
Super Grass '83 will be presented
by The Grottoes Ruritan Club,
Tickets will be $8 for JMU students
in advance. All other tickets will be
$9 and $10. Tickets are available at
JMU.

'Shop Talk' opens today at Wampler
By Miaey Eppe
staff writer

"Shop Talk," an original
musical written by JMU student
Sarah Motes, opens Thursday
night at the Wampler Experimental Theatre.
The play features John
McGivern and Mary Kerr as the
lead characters in a New York,
Greenwich Village boutique called "The Biz."
McGivern, who worked with
JMU's dinner theater this summer, is a professional actor.
Motes said, "The role (Nelson) is
just like him, exactly."
The play, which revolves
around six characters, focuses on
the developing romance between
Kerr's character Shelia and

Frank, her best friend's
boyfriend.
Writers should be familiar with
the subjects they write about —
in Motes' case, the theater.
Motes, who wrote and composed music for "Shop Talk"
said, "Everything is real. They
(the characters) are all real people
I know."
The play, said Motes, is "kind
of about theater." It "makes fun
of actors."
Elena Rimson directs the production and Mike Mannarino is
the assistant.
The play will run Thursday,
Friday and Saturday with performances at 8 p.m. There will also
be two matinees Saturday and
Sunday at 2 p.m. Admission is
$2.

afte f h O U T S
► Vacation (R) - Roth TtiMtrM, 4:30 p.m. ahow $2. 7
and 9 p.m. (hows $3.75.
► flleky Suetneee <R) - Virginia. Theater, 4:30 p.m.
show S2. 7 and t p.m. ahowa $3.75.

Thursday
Music

► N.tional Accounting Society and Special Orymptce
Sponaor MgM - JM'a, $.50 cover.
►Bon Gantry (light rode) - Jo's, $1 covar
► A.slsnche (reek) - The Omar Plaoa. $3 covar (or
man, ladiaa free.
►Ray-TeSe, and Alternative - Midway Downtown,
covar charga not aviliabla.
►dj. — Bail* Maada, $2 covar.

Movtas

i Touerte (RO) — Qratton-Stovall Ttiaatra, 8 p.m., $1.50
with ID, $2 without ID.
r nashaanm (it) — Roth Thaatraa, 4:30 p.m. ahow $2,
7 and 9 p/n. ahowa $3.75.
►Mr. Mom <RO> - Roth Theatree. 4:30 p.m. ahow $2, 7
and 9 p.m. ahowa $3.78.
► Veeetkm (It) - Roth Thaatraa, 4:30 p.m. ahow $2, 7
and 9 p.m ahowa $3.78.
► Rleky Sualnaaa (R) — Virginia Thaatar, 4:30 p.m.
ahow $2, 7 and 9 p.m. ahowa $3.78.

And Bayond

► Second Ctty (comady) — Wilton Thaatra, 8 p.m., admlaalon fraa.

Friday
Musk

Saturday
Music

► Dava McCormk* (d.|.) — JM'a, Dance Conteet, 10:30,
$.75 covar.
►WWa J. Johnaan (bluagraaa) - Jo'e, S1 covar.
►Sontham Tranafar (country) — Qandy Dancar, S3
covar.
►AH Rokvta SMSISW - Midway Downtown, covar
charga not avallabia.
\
►Rartormanoa (rock; rhythm and bluaa) — The Other
Placa, $2 covar batora 9:30 p.m with ID, S3 oovan attar.
►dj. — Balls Maada, $2 covar.
►Night Hre (top forty) - Scruplaa, $2 covar.
► Hybrid lea — Scotland Yard, covar charga not
avallabia.

MovtM

►Toolaia (PQ) — Qratton-Stovall Thaatra. 7:30 and 10
p.m., $1.50 with ID, $2 without ID.
►Navar Say Navar Again (RO) - Roth Thaatraa, 4 JO, 7
and 9 p.m. ahowa $3.75
►Twilight Zone (RO)-•■ Roth Thaatraa, 4 JO p.m., 7 and
9 p.m. ahowa $3.75.
►Vacation (R) — Roth Thaatraa, 4JO p.m , 7 and 9 p.m.
•howa $3.75.
► Rtaky Sualnaaa (R) — Virginia Thaatar, 2:30, 4:30. 7
and 9 p.m. ahowa $3.78.

••Daw Ma Cut ask* (d.|.) — JM'a, $.78 covar.
► Performance (rock; rhythm and Bluaa) — The Othar
PI act, 82 covar balora » 30 p.m. with ID, $3 covar altar
IJ. Johnson (bluagraaa) — Jo's, $1 covar.
►Country Saeh (country) — Qandy Dancar, $3 covar.
►Ray-Tata, and Ahemtttve — Midway Downtown.
covar charga not available.
►dj. - Balls Maada. $2 covar.
►Night Fire (top forty) — Scruplaa, $2 covar charga.
► Hybrid tea — Scotland Yard, covar charga not
avallabia.
I — Cantat Attic. 8:30 p.m.

MovtM

► Tootala (RO) - GraftoivStovall Thaatra, 7:30 and 10
P m , $1.80 with ID, $2 without 10.
► Navar Say Navar Again (RO) - Roth Thaatraa, 4:X
p.m. ahow $2, 7 and 9 p.m. ahowi $3.75.
► Twilight Zona (RO) — Roth Thaatraa, 4:30 p.m. show
$2, 7 and 9 p.m. ahowa $3.78.

Etc.
QoH

► Laksvtaw Qoif Course — $1 lor Mudanta with IDs to
play Wait nlna hoiaa. Regular prtcaa am $7 waakdaya,
$4.50 after 5 p.m. and $9.50 for weekends and holidays

Bowling

► Valley Lanea — $.90 daya and $1.18 tor tenpins and
$1.08 for duckplns nights. Open 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. ovary
day.

HOT ■•back

Riding

►Oak Manor Farma — US 11 South.

Rotter Skating

►Skstatown U.S.A. — Open Tuesday 10 am. to noon
and Tuesday through Friday 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

'All My Children ' Comes to Valley Mall!
Saturday, Oct. 8
4 p.m.
Meet your favorite
stars in person as
Brooke and Tom leave
Pine Valley for our
Valley. It's all part of
our Fifth Birthday
Celebration at Valley
Mall.
Co-sponsored
by WHSV TV-3.

Julia Ban
Brooke on "All My Children"

t

VcJfevMall

h8l and Route 88 East
Harriaonburg, Virginia f

Richard Shoberg
Tom on "All My Children*

\

Bowles, Roddy to split duties
By John Castaldl
assistant sports editor

Tom Bowles and Jon Roddy are
expected to share quarterback duties
when JMU plays at Delaware State
Saturday.
JMU coach Challace McMillin
said Bowles will "probably" start,
and Roddy will play. But he
insisted,"Anything is subject to
change depending on what happens

Tom Bowles

Both quarterbacks will play
Saturday at Delaware State
during the week."
Bowles took over the quarterback
position when Roddy was injured in
the Dukes 21-14 loss to the University of Virginia Sept. 17.
McMillin described Roddy's injury as a badly sprained ankle with
some ligament damage.
"I don't think Jon will be well all
year, but he'll be ready to play,"
McMillin said. "It's going to be sore
when he's not playing ... but after
he gets on the field I don't think he'll
be thinking about it."
Roddy said the injury is affecting
his running, but he is confident he
will be able to play.
"I played with one (an ankle injury) last year in the last four
games." he said
Before the injury Roddy had completed 23 of 39 passes for 323 yards
and one touchdown.

Since Roddy's injury, Bowles has
quartebacked the Dukes to a 44-35
win over Liberty Baptist and a 50-0
trouncing of Davidson College.
In those two games, Bowles has
completed 25 of 44 passes for 312
yards and five touchdowns. He has
also rushed for 119 yards.
>■
"Tom's done a good job,"
McMillin said. "We're in a situation
where we've got two guys who can
do a good job; we'll use both guys."
Bowles said, "I just want to do
whatever I can to help the team.
We're starting to get into the tough
part of our schedule and we're going
to have to play well to win.!'
McMillin said he wasn't sure how
much playing time each player
would get, but he doesn't think he
will alternate quarterbacks each
play, nor will he alternate them on

passing and running situations.
"They are both strong in the same
areas. In our offense we have to have
a quarterback who can pass and run.
We won't put one in to pass and one
into run," he said.
Last season, Roddy replaced
Bowles in the Appalachain State
game, and he led the Dukes to a
come-from-behind 39-35 win. Roddy remained the Dukes' starter
throughout the team's 8-3 season.

U
Jon Roddy

JMU hosts annual
volleyball tourney

Hockey team
beats UVa 3-2

By Scott Tolley

staff writer

By Linda Manelskl

staff writer

The JMU volleyball team will try to overcome
inexperience and injuries when the Dukes host the
JMU Invatational Tournament in Godwin Hall
this weekend.
First-year coach Deb Tyson admits that this is a
"building year" for the team, but she emphasizes,
"I'm not trying to just go through the motions this
year, I'm trying to accomplish a lot and not just
look to next year. This hopefully has been a
positive attribute for the team."
The Dukes have come off a long string of road
games which Tyson described as physically and
mentally draining.
JMU (9-10) played its first home match of the
season Tuesday night against William and Mary,
losing 11-15, 3-15, 16-14 and 12-15.
"Physically and personnel wise, we are at a
disadvantage," Tyson said. "We're carrying nine
players and the ideal situation would be to carry 14
or 15 players.
"We've had injuries that we've had to deal with.
We're having to play girls that are less experienced.
Some of the girls had never even played volleyball
before they came here."
The teams in this weekend's tournament are
VCU, Wake Forest, Lenoir-Rhyne, Howard, East
Tennessee State and JMU.
The first matches will begin at 4 p.m. on Friday,
with Wake Forest taking on Lenoir-Rhyne and
JMU meeting East Tennessee State. The finals of
the tournament will be 3:45 p.m. on Saturday.
Tyson said that she would be very disappointed if the team doesn't come out in the top
two.

Terry Trader's goal with seven
and one-half minutes left gave the
JMU field hockey a 3-2 victory over
17th-ranked Virginia here Wednesday.
The win broke a three-game losing
streak for the Dukes who are 3-4 going into this weekend's JMU Invitational Tournament.
Chris Bauer scored two goals and
Gina Kuta had four saves for JMU.
Four of the Dukes' opponents this
season have been ranked in the top
20 and the competition this weekend
isn't much easier.
JMU plays Lock Haven, the 1982
Division II champions, on Friday at
4 p.m. On Saturday, the Dukes play
Ohio State at 9 a.m. and finish with,
Ithaca, the 1982 Division III champions Ithaca at 2 p.m.

jMU's Kathy Mendel spikes In the Dukes' loss to Virginia.
(Photo by Yo Nagaya)

"These teams are excellent competition," said assistant coach Crist y
Freese. "Our toughest game will
probably be against Ithaca. As far as
I'm concerned they should be in
Division I."
Last year JMU lost to Ithaca 7-0,
but the team has lost nine of its
starters. Ohio State is also not as experienced as in previous years,
Freese said.
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Dukes experiencing
life in professional baseball

Cardinal managers and officials told him his
defense is solid but they aren't sure "my hitting is
up to standards."
The plights of two recent JMU graduate baseball
Another difference in Bundy's and Bocock's upplayers at first glance seem similar but, actually,
ward mobility is who is playing in front of them up
couldn't be more different.
the ladder towards the major leagues.
Lorenzo Bundy and Tom Bocock each played
The Pirates farm system seems to be filled with
professional baseballat the "A" level last year and
first basemen who had bad seasons last year or are
each is optimistic that he has a future in the sport.
getting too old to last much longer.
But the similarities end there.
Bundy said, "They (the Pirates) have a lot of age
Bundy, a 1981 graduate, was drafted by the up there (on the 'AA' and 'AAA* teams) and they
Texas Rangers but was released after the 1982 spr- (the players) didn't have great years."
ing training camp.
With that in mind, he is confident he'll start next
Last year he got a tryout with the Pittsburgh
season at "AA" and is hoping for a shot at
"AAA."
Pirates and spent the season with their "A" affiliate, the Alexandria Dukes.
"I haven't heard it from anybody else, but the
At JMU, Bundy was known for his hitting hitting instructor hinted that I'd get a shot at
'AAA'," Bundy said.
power and he continued that form for Alexandria.
When he overcame nagging injuries and saw
Bocock isn't quite as lucky. He said that in the
full-time action starting in mid-June, Bundy was
Cardinal organization there are a lot of
awesome at the plate.
quality young players at his position, which in
Alexandria inserted him in the clean-up slot and college was shortstop but now includes second
he responded with totals expected of a numberbase and outfield.
four hitter — a near .300 average, 24 home runs
Bocock still remained optimistic about his
and close to 90 RBI's.
future in baseball. "Maybe some of those guys
Bocock graduated in 1982 and was drafted by won't pan out like they (the Cardinals) expect
the St. Louis Cardinals. He stayed in the Cardinal
them too and I'll get my shot. If not, they (Carfarm system playing last season in Macon, Ga.
dinal officials) have talked to me about staying
Unlike Bundy, Bocock's hitting hasn't helped
in the organization and coaching. I could go
him. Although he set a record for hits in a career
either way," he said.
and tied several other season batting records durPlaying is all that's on Buddy's mind. His sucing his four years here, he hasn't impressed Car- cessful season last summer has increased his endinal scouts.
thusiasm about the game and he has decided to
By Edward Rogers

staff writer

'

OPEN

24 HOURS
. »40UIARD

JoMmonf

HO JO EXPRESS
(If You Are In A Hurry!)

Express #1
Scrambled Eggs
Toast
Coffee
99c

Express #2
Ho Jo Sub
(Ham, Swiss,
Lettuce, Tomato)
w / Potato Chips,
Italian Dressing
Tea, Coffee or Soft

Exprew »3
. Chipped Beef
& Gravy
Biscuts, Coffee
$2.00

Lorenzo Bundy (Photo by Greg
Fletcher)
play winter baseball. He leaves next week for Columbia, South America where he'll play until
January and then return home for spring training
in March.

Ijair OTates
SEX MAKES NO DIFFERENCE
No appointment neccessary
2 Locations
381 N. Mason St. 434-1507
Rolling Hills
433-8458
Shopping Center

Drink
$3.00

Served from 10:30p.m.-6:30a.m.
(Express 02 & 03 are only served on Friday and Saturday nights).

OTHER LOCATIONS
THROUGHOUT VIRGINIA

THE BODY SHOP
•
Levis

1J€

Boot Cut Jeans and Cords
and Straight Leg Jeans
from $17.98
Straight Leg Jeans or Cords
and Boot Cut Jeans
from $17.98

Your Jeans Headquarters
DMangfc
Straight Leg or Boot Cut
Jeans and Cords
from $16.95

Tfce Body Shop
Tha Purpl. Building On Th» Court Square
2 North Main St.. HorrUonburg
Open 'Friday Nights 'HI 9 p.m.
Open Daily 11 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Mosf r Chorga ond Vi»o

Ladles' Jeans
And Corduroys
Stripes, Pleats,
and Black Denim
in stock
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odds and ends
No such thing
as a sure bet
By Rhett Butler
staff columnist

This football season has had its
ups and downs. Usually the
"downs" are on Saturday afternoon
when I watch the college scoreboard
and the "ups" are on Sunday night
when I see my Breeze pro selections
come true.

My pro selections have been
perfect the last two weekends and I
have only lost one pro game all year
(three weeks ago when the Jets lost
to the Patriots).
Granted, I am only plus $55 this
season, but that is mainly due to my
college wagers. I'll take a team getting 48 points any day of the week
(Syracuse (plus 48) lost to Nebraska
63-7 last week). Remember, there is
no such thing as a safe bet in college
football.
This weekend could be profitable
if the early lines don't change much.

Vanderbllt (plus 18) at Florida;
and Florida State (plus 2) at Pittsburgh
These are my two college games
this week. Vanderbilt is third in the
nation in passing offense and
Florida State's Greg Allen is averaging 157 yards rushing per game —
tops in the country. $15 on Vanderbilt and SIS on Florida State.
Now for the pro games:
Washington (minus 6) at St.
Louis; and Kansas City (plus 9)
at L.A. Raiders
The Redskins and the Raiders are

good bets. Both clubs covered the
spread in their first four games and
the tied the spread when they player
each other last weekend.
Washington is playing a turnoverprone St. Louis team (nine turnovers
against Kansas City last week). The
Cardinals also have injury problems
with their top two quartersbacks getting hurt last week. As long as the
Skins don't have a let down, they
will win easily. $40 on Washington.
The Raiders are at home after a
loss and should have Marcus Allen
back in action. Those facts make the
nine points look small. $40 on Los
Angeles.
Philadelphia (plus 2) at N.Y..
Giants
It is difficult to figure out teams
like the Giants and Philadelphia.
Each team looks good one week and
then forgets to show up the next
week. The Giants have beaten the
Eagles three out of their last four
meetings. They will make it four out
of five. $35 on New York.
New Orleans (plus 2%) at
Atlanta
New Orleans showed that it is a
good football team by beating
Miami 17-7 last week. Atlanta is a
conservative and predictable team.
New Orleans has a fine coach in
Bum Phillips and Stabler has been
playing well. $40 on New Orleans.
Last week's results
Season's total
Money on hand

plus $5
plus $55
plus $555

sportsfile
Soccer team
ties, wins
The JMU soccer team extended its
unbeaten streak to five games with a
2-1 win over the University of Richmond Tuesday.
*
Monday, the Dukes (4-3-2) tied
Old Dominion University 0-0 in
overtime in Norfolk.
The JMU goals against Richmond
game from Matt McGrain and Mark
Agee. Keeper Eric Erdman posted
his second solo shutout against
ODU.
The Dukes play Towson State here
Sunday at 2 p.m. -

Intramurals

CI'MJMO^CoonCornpon.GcMKi.Cc^wirpyMOl fc~« o»-» ft"W »

The best-of-three, women's intramural softball championship
series between the Angels and FCA
will start tonight at 7^30 in Madison
Stadium.
The Angels reached the championship by topping BSA 10-9, and FCA
won by forfeit over Frederikson to
advance to tonight's game.
The men's playoffs are under way,
and the championship series will
begin Oct. 11.

1
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classifieds

by Berke Breathed

Bloom County

For Sale

MPWCe SUteCSTS

mrweHMONce
pemcvroNioF

wouu>w
MAstemm
me FOR A iwm?

Stereo Equipment, Marantz Receivers,
22S0B OR 4230, $550 New, $175 or best
offer, Sony TC 377 Reel to Reef plua
tap—, $150. Call 879-2124 after 4 p.m.

HR-LUPNUt'SFfHORITZ
COMICS.

Fog Sub Special. — Nachoa $.98 with
sub, bagels with cream cheese, any type
$.50. 434-7444.
Stereo Equipment — Pioneer, Onkyo,
Sansul, Mitsubishi and more/all brands
available at wholesale prices — fast
delivery - Call now: (703) 4340593.
Pictures — Nell Young Solo. Call Bob on
campus 5831.
Beatles vintage VOX amp 2-12's, reverb,
tremolo. Yamaha steel string guitar. Call
Bill X4217.

For Rent
Harris Gardens apartments. Start $245
Including utilities, city bus to JMU. Call
Bob 434-6589.

wuo, m SICK AB0VT1HIS.
JOHNNY CARSON HAS L€fT
jcwm ANP WEN UP v/m
MOflSAN FPiRCHILP. Tn€ WftMAN
tS A *rW? MILO. IT'S PLL
PHYSICAL. HIS PANS KNOW THAT.
W60P,S0N£8CWH£ePST0
5tAP THAT MAN BACK TDHI5

CUSTPOeSTNOTA

0R50M6THIN&

ceguHeMHsm

seims...

Help Wanted

'0FUF6/,'

Oversees Jobs — Summer/year round.
Europe, S.Amer., Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500$ 1200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free Info. Write IJC Box 52-VA-4, Corons
Del Mar, CA 92625.

Services

VeS, MRS. WINTHROf...

Confidential Abortion Service* — All inquiries snd services confidential. Convenient location near 1-81. For information
or appointment call Collect (301)
733-2400.

i mm i KNOW WHY

VtX/'ve NEVER bWiANY

ouesnoNs pmw
IN *m.1ER dCOTT'S

OF YOUR

pepsomjrtpmpei

Because mm scon is
PCTUAUY A (MY IN LA. CWJeff
SKWM&RcR WHO SITS
AR0UW MAKING UP FAK£
QUESTIONS TO FIT HIS
ANSWERS. RI6HT.

Y6S, J KNOW THAT'S SIMUN6,
HWTHKOP. poes IT MAKE
YOU pea ANY eermio KNOW
THAT 'PEAR PWi" IS ACTUALLY

m.

■mo ReriRep PW/WRS
IN pcmm-imMNTwrnpA

eASY...LAYMMN.
MS. wWTHfW...
HAVe5Qrt£*SANWC.

Pig Roast Barb-b-que. Book early. Call
8286602.
Professional typing.
433-8015, after 5.

Call

Kathy,

Picture framing for less. Frames and
matting. Specialized in needlework. Tom
Hawkins 434-3185.
Experienced
433QS71.

typist.

190/page.

Elaine

Knitting class for beginners — Mondays,
7-9 p.m., October 10 through November
14 at The Knitting Basket, 111 E. Weaver
Avenue. Make a Christmas gift for the
one you lovel 4334)517.

Temporarily Insane

by McClelland, Weeks and Fama

Typist — lowest rates around. Call Dave
433-6134.
Join us st The Knitting Basket for a yarn
dyeing workshop. Rita Buchanan,
botanist and textile artist, will teach us
to use native plants In natural yam dyes.
Saturday, October 15,9 a.m. to 12 noon.
$15 covers all materials and supplies.
The Knitting Basket Is within walking
distance of campus at 111 E. Weaver
Avenue. 4339617.
Typing — $1.00/page. Campus pick up
and delivery. 433-6769.
T-Shlrt Printing.
4330456.

Good

prices.

Call

Personals
Exercise your right to vote during Voter
Awareness Week through October 6.

The Brothers of Sigma Nu would like to
welcome Rob Aromlskls, Bill Ashton,
John Barbee, Dan Bonglovannl, Buck
Derby, Todd Dlllow, Nelson Eads, Kent
Eady, Andy Halsey, David Klementz,
John Love, John Martin, David McCune,
John Newcomb, Chad Wagner, and Tim
Wilson to the Sigma Nu fall pledge class.

Congratulations to Sherrl Andrews on
being nominated for Ms. Madison We
ere proud of you. Love, The Sisters of
Slgms Kappa.

Fores of Habit — October 19 and 20.
Playing new rock dance music (I.e.,
Police, Peter Gabriel, etc.) at The Other
Place.

Thief — To the person who visited our
Glfford room Saturday of Homecoming:
Enjoy what you stole, but use It
caustlouslyl Ws'll be watchlnl ESAD c/o
L, M a. B.P.S. The spsaker still works, HAI

Congratulations to Slgms Kappa Big
Brother Jim Westfall on his engagement
The Sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to
congratulate Deanne Smoot on her
engagement.

la It true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts todsyl Call (312) 742-1142, ext.
5090.

Klmoa — Happy Birthday! You're legal In
Va. nowl Can't wait to be "Dead" In Richmond. How's your fear of attics? Phone
call, what's a phone? Love ya, Joan.

To the Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha
working on ths flost was a blast I Thanks
for your hslp. With Love, Ths Rainbow
Connection (Sigma Kappa).

tames tor In London — Students participating In the Semester In London Program In Spring, 1964 will meet Monday,
October 10, 5 p.m. in Room A, Warren
Campus Center.
^"^

Awesome — Always remember...13 months. I Love You more now then ever!
Sweet 8tuff.

Shoptalk - Musical - Wamoler
Theatre, $2.00. This weekend. Be There
Aloha.

Mr. Chicken * Perry White — Keep the
kitchen clean. Fan Man and Brownie.

D^rHFinUhe,OS,h6rk^"0^

Voter registration Information and
absentee ballot applications will be
available 10 a.m. — 3 p.m. In the WCC
lobby, through October 61
White Animals — Wednesday, October
12 st The Other P ace.

The Sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to
announce the engagement of alumni
Almlede Melnlcka.

Thanks for everyone supporting Fog
Subs during our reopening. Grand Opening Sale next weekend. Unbelievable
prices. Fog.
Leurls, Jeanne, Susan and Gwyn. Thank
you so much for your visits while I was In
the health center. Happy belated Blrthday Laurlel Clndv.
sr Friends — I will miss all of you.
Keep In touch with me. See you next
semester! Cindy.
Lsdy Debbie - Happy Birthday - do not
0

LKKTOI"

°"e ****

th

* °ray h*,r

yatl

Rsd with Dorchester shirt - Maria F. Is
my name. Do you live In Qulncy now, or
somewhere In Va?
Nancy M. -" have never...! The French
Connection.
(Continued on page 17)
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announcements
Meetings
mil Canterbury — H» Epiecopai etudent group
^".S^n* th. 7 p.m. communion -nrlc.
.1 Emmanuel Epiecopai Church.

International Ralatlona Association —
will maat Oct. 6 In Miury G 2. Dr. Yoon will apeak on
Hong Kong. The meeting It open to tnyona who would
Ilka to attend. For mora Information, contact Cathy
Crawford tt 7402 or Krletln Coonay it 4486.

Events

Caving Club — meeta every Thuraday at S p.m. In
jackaon 1*
Midlaon Outing Club — mee* every ^"V;
d" nlgMat 6 P.™* In Blacks*. Auditorium under
Moody Hall.
Preabyterlan Fellowship - win meet Monday
nlgWuteaomwomCWCC.
NAA — The parent chanter of tfte NAA will mart In
CharlottetvlMe Oct. «• Social hourlBeglne at 6 P-m.
followed By dinner at 7 p.m. Coal la M par paraon. Sign
up by Oct 11 at tha aocourrllng bulletin board.
Collegiate 4-H CM) —
p.m. in Burruaa 201.

WMI

maai o«. io ai e
'

Special Olymplca — Naad hour* for flaw axpartanca? Traln-a-Champ needs voluntaart Immedlatety. Call Linda at 433-1624 If Intaraatad.
Baptlal Student Union — Thursday: prayar
maatlng at 5 p.m.; matting at 5:30 p.m. In tha basement
of Converte. Sunday: Naw Ptalm Slngtra at Shtnandoah Helghte; matt at BSU at 9-.4S am. Monday:
doughnut aala; call Loratha It you would Ilka to help.
Tuaaday: doughnut sale; Sunrise 8amattar In
Religious Actlvltlat Canter at 7 a.m.; 8hara your Faith
Blbta 8ludy In library baaamant at 11 tjn. and 12:30
pjn.; Migrant Mlnlatry at 6:30 p.m. Wadntaday. Naw
Ptalm Slngara rahaaraal at 8 p.m.

Iweiseris brou
Q/nioersi/y 6y John Z). &i/ancfCo.

Sanwtter In London — ttudantt participating
In tha Samaatar In London program In Spring, 1984 will
maat Mon., Oct. 10,8 p.m., In Room A, Warran Camput
Cantar.
Student ActlvltteS — It tponaorlng a ttudant
laadarthlp workthop Oct. 10 and 11, Four 45 minute
atttlont will atari at 5:30 p.m. on Monday In tha Camput Cantar and at 4 p.m. on Tuatday In Chandler'a
8hanandoah Room. Contact Valarlt 8plva, Box M-15
(or phona, 6321) for details.

19M Ring CommltteO — Th. SGA Is tceaptlng
appllcatlont until Oct. 7 from tophomoraa Intaraatad
In serving on thlt commlttea.

Wesley Foundation — Oct 6: Naw Ufa Slngara,
Duka 110.8 p.m. to 730 pjn. Oct. 7 and 8: Mini ratraat.
"Affirming tha Will of God."
Visiting SchOtals - praaantt Nabll Hanna^
director of Immunology, Smith Kllna and French
Uboratortea, Phlladalphla. Pa., tpaaklng on "Cancer:
Naw Approachee to Immunotharapy," Oct. 6 at 4 p.m.
In Burruaa 114,

Mathematics and Computer Science CotlOQUlm — present. Dr Charlaa W. Raynoldt, Jr.,
da7.rtm.nt of mathtmatlct and computer science,
toaaklng on "Tha Corvua Microcomputer Lab: Deelgn.
Kiuon and Operation" Oct. 12 at 420 p.m., Burruaa 111.
^

American Rad Croaa Blood Drive — Oct. 25
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. In tha WCC Ballroom. Donors
should conttct Bav Moore, Box 2301 or phona her at
(433M640.

Voter Awareneaa Week - »ponaored by the
SGA will be through Oct. 6. Pick up reglatratlon Information and abeentee ballot applleatlooa In the WCC
lobby from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Lutheran Student Movement -Thuraday:
mealing at 8 p.m. at Muhlenburg Lutheran Churcn Student Cantar. Friday: Oktoberfaat, 6 p.m. at Maranny
Handy't houae. 1088 S. Dogwood Drive. Sunday: hike
on Blue Ridge Parkway; meet at church at 12:30 p.m.
ShoptalX — a naw musical by JMU etudent Sarah
Motaa, will be performed at 8 pjn. Oct. 6. 7 and 8, and
at 2 p.m. Oct 8 and 9 In Wamplar ExpartmenUI
Theatre. Admlaalon It $2.
Developing ESP — workehop Oct. 15 from 1 p.m.
to 8 pnvln the Madlaon Room at Howard Johnton't.
To reglater, call John Oliver at (804)873.1202. or Nannetta Morrlton at (804)293-7547. ^^^^^^^

General
Library HOUrS — Sunday, noon to midnight; MonaTwaUl Thursday. 7 50 •* to midnight; Friday.
7:50 a-m. to 10 p.m.; Saturday. 9 t.m. to 8 p.m.
CP|,p — workahopt - Getting Your Act Together
6cT. 12 from 10 a.m. to 11 am.; The Note end Bolta of
On-Camput Interviewing. Oct. 13 from 2 pm to 3 p.m.,
Reaume Writing, Oct. 11 from *30 am. to 1OS0 a.m.,
Interview Preparation. Oct. 6 from 3 OM. **•*•
Stept to a Teaching Petition. Oct. 11 from 11 am. W
noon; Interview!,* lor Teaching **^jg£JZ?
2 pjn. to 3 pjn. Sign up In advanojln the CP&Poftlcr
CP8.P tpeclal program - -Move Over, My Head
Hurte," anlnformal quettton and answer aesalon on
the nlt-olcky polnta of Interviewing, will be held Oct. i*
trorr17 P m to8 p.m. in the Interview Cantar. No advance tlgn up It neceatary.
Tutor* needed — Tutora are needed In nearly all
JMU aublact areaa. It you are Intereatad In tutoring
other atudentt, AppHcallona can be obtained at the
Counseling and Student Development Center, tecond
Moor, Alumnae Mall.
University Writing Lab — otfere individualized
help to studenta working on papera or reporta, atudyIng tor essay exams, writing letters or appllcatlone,
reviewing grammar, or preparing to take the ORE.
LSAT GMAT or NTE. For further Information, contact
Mra. Hoeklnt. Keezell 108, Monday through Friday, 9
a.m. to 3 p.m., 6401.

Campus Eacort Service — The fraternity of
Alpha Chi Rho Is offering a campua-wlde eacort service. Mondayt through Thuradaya from 9 p.m. lo midnight. Call 5108.
Mediation Council — oltera free mediation aervlcea to all members of the campua community. They
can be contacted In the Commuter Student Center.
4334259.
Counseling Center — offers personal, study
skills and vocational counseling for Individual and
groups Call 6552 for more Information or come for
walk-In service In Alumnae Mall between 3 p.m. and 5
p.m., Monday through Thuraday.

... personals
(Continued from page 16)
Mark K. — Why don't you save your
quarters for the laundry? Let me know
how everything comes out ok? Love, The
Gimp.
,
A-Hee Hee — No questions asked M.J.
Love, Hose.
.
.
Ollle Reese — I hope you're ready to party this year...you better keep those lungs
In shape. "Let's get tubular!" Your Big
Bro'; Bob.
To the 841 Village Lane Rockera — I
know you dudes... Let's continue to get
tubular all semester. Your non-preppy
Houseowner.
,
Becky — You're a great girl and Will Is
one lucky guy... See you soon. Love ya.
To Dave from Manassaa — Thanks for
Nell I Love Terrl Q.
Bopcata — Thursday, October 13 at Mldway Downtown.
All Points Bulletin — Saturday. October B
at Midway Downtown.
To the conelderate person who stole
yellow and white flowers from Wayland's
lobby Saturday: Thanks. You made my
birthday really special.
Paul Luetkemeyer - Happy 21st Birthday! We love you! The Tunaa.

\

Funding for new
housing unfair
Some students are stirred up over the
possibility of a Greek housing complex being
funded through a student fee increase.
And for good reason.
About 5,200 on-campus students paying for
special housing for far fewer students is unfair.
Fortunately, nothing is definite. The state
legislature must approve the idea.
The idea of a complex across Interstate 81 has
its strong points. With one sorority chapter added recently and some Greek groups living off
Greek Row, there is evidence that the complex
could help unify a growing system.
Requiring students to pay for something they
might not be able to take advantage of defeats
the idea of giving students freedom of choice.
Such unfair policies are not unprecedented —
all students pay about $2 each so that students
with cars can park.
Dr. Lacy Daniel, dean of students, said construction of a complex would be comparable to
construction of a dorm, because dorms are
funded by students' room and board fees.
However, dorms are constructed for the use
of students in general — not certain groups.
Less than one-sixth of on-campus students
could use the new houses. Not all students are
allowed to join Greek groups.
We don't claim to be building experts, but
perhaps the administration could find cheaper
housing than the proposed $300,000 to $700,000
houses.
Or regular dorms could be built across 1-81
and Greek groups could stay where they are.
That way, student fees would help pay for
something all students could use.

HEY! THERE AREKfT ANY STORIES
-mifXMEEk. ITS ALL ATJS.1

The above editorial was written by Cay Fultz, The
Breeze's assistant editorial editor. It Is the opinion of
Fultz, Editor Ian Kate, Managing Editor Daniel Flnnegan and Editorial Editor Ross Richardson.

Walking on railroad tracks dangerous
The tall man with prematurely gray hair stands
outside the men's room stall at the Harrison burg
bus terminal.
He wasn't quite sure why he had been called on
this mission, something to do with innocent people
being harrassed and jailed for walking on railroad
tracks.
Bumming a dime, the man pays his way into the
stall, and removes the toilet paper dispenser. From
behind the dispenser he pulls a tape recorder and a
By TIM ARNOLD
photograph folder. He presses the machine's play
"Button.
^
"Good morning, Mr. Phelps," responds the
machine. "This is a photograph of Biff Bunion,"
worker at Spandau prison. Bustleworth is head
nurse and chief of security at JMU."
says the voice as Phelps pulls out Bunion's
photograph. "Bunion is a freshman at James
"Your mission, should you choose to accept it,
Madison University and a former cage cleaner at
is to free Bunion from his captors. If you are
tlw pet store at the Paramus, New Jersey Mall."
caught, your government will deny knowledge of
your activities. Good luck, Mr. Phelps."
"Bunion's crime: trespassing on the railroad
tracks that run through JMU. He is held captive in
Meanwhile, Bunion is locked away in the dank
the maximum security ward of JMU's health dungeon below the health center, sudafed stuffed
center by this woman: Helga "the Amazon"
down his throat, being forced to watch videotapes
Bustleworth, former Nazi and one-time cafeteria
of Paul Davis doing sports on Channel 3.

Lost
and
Found

V

The following night, standing in the moonlight
outside Bunion's cell, Phelps can hear Bunion
screaming in agony as the torturous videotapes
continue.
nwU.singL,a sma11 chargc of P^ic explosives,
Phelps blows the bars from the cell window and
climbs in.
"Who are you?" Bunion asks.
"No time to explain," Phelps answers, "I've
ordered a full scale B-52 bomb-drop for exactly
midnight."
And as the two run into the night, the buzz of
airplane engines can be heard overhead.
Phelps knew that he had done his job. Wherever
people in power engaged in the absurd by arresting
innoncent people for silly reasons - walking on
railroad tracks, for instance - he would be there.
Moments later, the health center is engulfed in
napalm names, and from somewhere in the night,
i„ ..S>mS0!! S VOice can ** heard sing>n8 stoical'V- This is the end, my only friend, the end . .
77m Arnold is a junior majoring in communication
arts.

9
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Readers Forum
Campusquote
How do you feel about the possibility
of a new Greek Row being funded by Increased room and board feea for oncampue students?

"I'm basically
against it. It's not fair
to charge people not
in fraternities and
sororities, because it's
not going to help
them."
Old Greek ROW? — The university Is considering plans for a new Greek Row across Interstate 81. It could be completed ss early as 1986. (Photo by Beth Callahan)

Jeff Koeppen
junior
accounting

"Being Greek 1
think it is a good idea;
otherwise individual
fund-raisers would
take much longer. It
will open up all the
housing on Greek
Row, which will be
nice.
Suzanne Nedrow
sophomore
undeclared

"I'm not for it. I do
not attend their parties
and I do not fed
students who do not
participate in their activities should have to
pay for their
housing."
Len Smith

sophomore
computer science
"I don't like it!
They've got their
houses now. The
money should be used
to build more dorms."
Theresa Walker

sophomore
communication arts
(Complhd by Cathy Sparknutn — photo* by WW0
L9ong)

r

—_.———-._

Opinion?
W>'H
lib* to
♦« U—We'd like
hear Uit. n_
Do

you agree with
I the proposed plan to fund a new Oreek
I Row by raising student fees?
I

.Agree
.Disagree

j Include comments if appropriate. Send
I responses to Editorial Editor, The Breeze,
I Campus Mail. Results will be printed in
J the near future.

Outraged
Plan's fairness questioned
To the editor
So the Greeks are "pleased"
$6-14 million worth of housing
units are going to be built and
furnished for them at student
expense?
If I had coerced the university into ripping off fellow
students so I could pamper
myself in a private condo, I'd
be pleased. What gall.
I have no quarrel with the
Greeks here — many of my
friends are Greeks — but I
strongly object to this
preferential treatment.
The truth is about 5,000 on-

campus students will subsidize
the rooming expenses of
organizations already receiving
SGA dollars and professing independent status.
I feel only outrage and a
conviction that many
"average" students once again
are forced to support the luxuries of a few.
If our SGA is powerless to
act and the administration
stands by its myopic decision,
we'll paint complacent smiles
on our faces and become accustomed to a new campus
bourgeouisie.

Greek organizations can be
viable and enriching — just as
long as they are not enriching
themselves at my hard-earned
expense.
Richard S. Whltt
senior
public administration

The Sept. 22 Breeze reported
most Greek groups are pleased
with the possibility of
decorating the interiors of the
proposed houses. However, no
mention was made of who initiated the new funding plan.

Housing plan benefits few

protesting and will continue tto
^^
that's what I'm orotestins
I do not have, nor have ever had any desire to protest.
join the Greek system, but I realize Greek life apMelissa L. Mayers
peals to many students and that's fine with me.
Junior
That is, provided I don't have to pay for it.
communication arts
I was shocked to read in the Sept. 22 issue of The
Breeze that plans have been made to raise all oncamous room and board fees, Greek and nonS to pay for a $6,000,000 to SU^OO.OOO The Sept. 22 issue of The Breeze reported the
plan is probable, but definite plans cannot be made
Greek housing complex across Interstate 81.
When my fees are raised I expect it to be for until the General Assembly acts on the proposal.
something I can use - like health or library
SeTl'm afraid, however, that pretty, new
houses for the Greeks to live in is not high on my

«. the
*v- editor
.wiinrTo

Pn

i"Z Soney were being used for regular dorms
I wouldn't mind as much because we would all
have a chance to live in mem. but how wdl I and
The thousands of other non-Greeks benefit from
this exclusive housing? Perhaps a chance to go to a
ftw St parties, but frankly I can do without
those. I'vemanaged to do so for more than two
y

Thave*o objections to sororities or fraternities,
nrovided they take care of themselves, but now the
Sverslty is asking me to take care of them and

Letters policy

The Breeze welcomes letters to the editor.
Address them, to the editorial editor, The
Breeze, Anthony-Seeger
Hall, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807s or through campus
mail.
All letters^ should be typed and include
your name, year, major, and telephone
number. Letters are subject to editing.
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Reagan proposes annual
cut in nuclear arsenals
WASHINGTON — President Reagan proposed Tuesday that the Soviet Union and the
United States each destroy at least 5 percent of
their strategic nuclear warheads every year.
The president — outlining a new U.S.
bargaining position in the deadlocked arms
talks — said that "everything is on the table."
He specifically offered to negotiate limits on
long-range bombers and air-launched cruise
missiles.
The United States has more long-range
bombers — 410 to the Soviet Union's 343 —
and also has more cruise missiles.
Earlier in the negotiations, Reagan sought
to require substantial cutbacks in heavy
missiles, which account for about two-thirds

Couple remarries
after fifty years
PORTLAND, Ore. — Fern Shea and Arthur Schumacher remarried last weekend.
That's not an uncommon event these days,
unless your first marriage ended 50 years
ago.
Fern, 70, and Arthur, 74, first married in
1929 and divorced in 1933. Both remarried,
but they were single again when their
daughter, Joan Casola, brought them back
together..
One thing led to another, and Fern and
Arthur remarried in the chapel at Tuality
Community Hospital on Saturday. Arthur
was there recovering from surgery for
stomach ulcers.
Their first romance also blossomed in a
hospital.
Arthur said he was visiting a relative in a
Portland hospital when he first saw Fern,
who was a nurse.
"I went over to Dr. Bodine and asked
him to enter me in the hospital so I could
meet her," Arthur said. "So I had my tonsils out and we were married."

of the Soviets' strategic strength, while promising to take up bombers at a later stage.
"We have removed the dividing line between the two phases of our original
proposal," Reagan said.
The Soviets have proposed limiting each
side to 1,800 missiles and bombers combined.
Currently the United States has about 1,600
missiles compared to 2,340 for the Soviet
Union.
Apart from the guaranteed cutback of 5
percent a year in warheads, Reagan's proposal
also would require both sides to destroy more
old nuclear weapons for each new one added
to their arsenals.
— Associated Press

Nationwide strike
paralyzes Argentina
BUENOS AIRES — A nationwide, 24-hour general
strike for wage increases
paralyzed Argentina Tuesday.
The general strike —
Argentina's third in 10 months — comes 26 days before
elections to restore civilian
government after seven years
of military rule.
The General Confederation
of Labor told members to
walk out "in peace and
order" at midnight Monday
after last-minute talks with
Labor Minister Hector
Villaveiran failed to produce
agreement.
In Buenos Aires, industry
and commerce were paralyzed, schools closed and public
transport stopped. The stateowned airline canceled all
flights.

Accountant pleads guilty
to cocaine smuggling charge
ROANOKF. — A Danville accountant
pleaded guilty Tuesday to a cocainesmuggling charge and was sentenced to 10
years in prison.
A. Carter Powell admitted his involvement in a smuggling operation, but told
U.S. District Judge James Turk he was
pleading guilty only to speed up his appeal.
Stanley Burroughs, a U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration agent, testified
that Powell began smuggling cocaine in
1980 as a courier. Powell was paid more
than $20,000 to take 55 pounds of cocaine
from Florida to California.
Powell was arrested in February when
federal drug agents raided his home and
seized 28 pounds of nearly pure cocaine.
The cocaine was said to be worth between
$730,000 and $4 million.
— Associated Press

With an inflation rate of
335.5 percent for the 12 months ending last August, there
have been dozens of strikes in
the last two months by individual unions protesting the
erosinon of workers' purchasing power and demanding
wage increases up to 100 percent.
The wage protests were
heightened by the Economy
Ministry's prediction that the
cost of living would increase
23 percent in September.

Snipers terrorize
Beirut residents
BEIRUT — Snipers terrorized
Beirut's Christian and moslem
sectors Tuesday, leaving at
least one dead in the ninth day
of a fraying cease-fire.
A Lebanese military communique said Shiite Moslem

Presents Pianist

LORIN HOLLANDER
8:00 P.M. MON, OCT. 10
WILSON HALL
Tickets for JMU faculty, staff and students are free and available from the information desk, Warren Campus Center, and the office of the dean, School of Fine
Arts and Communication. General admission tickets are $4 each and available
from the office of the dean, Charles Mat hi as in downtown Harrisonburg and
Centerpoint Bookstore in Valley Mall. For information, contact the office of the
dean at 433-6472 weekdays

snipers in the Chiyah slum
shot at army positions in
neighborhoods in west Beirut.
The communique said troops
shot back.
Snipers in Chiyah also were
reported shooting into the
Christian suburb of Ain Rummaneh, where residents were
forced to flee.
In the mountains adjoining
Beirut, Western reporters said
a woman was killed and a man
wounded in the Christian
village of Deir Al-Kamar,
where hundreds of Christians
have taken refuge since Druse
militiamen drove Christian
fighters from Beirut.
The reporters quoted
residents of the village as saying the two were hit by sniper
fire from surrounding Druse
areas.
— Associated Press

